eLync Enterprise Integration Platform
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AVATA’s eLync Enterprise Integration Platform offers a solid integration platform to help you easily connect ERP
systems to Oracle Cloud Applications. Built on Oracle technology, eLync provides user-friendly, pre-configured
cloud adapters that make integration possible in days as compared to several weeks using traditional technologies.
eLync’s pre-built tools reduce the cost and complexity of the integration process for our customers.

The Challenge

SOLUTION BENEFITS
Reduces the time, cost
and the complexity of
integration projects
One single data repository
Store different versions
for scenario management
Data can be updated in
multiple ways

Organizations today struggle to integrate their legacy systems and on-premise
tools that operate in a loosely coupled IT infrastructure. Establishing a robust
integration, real-time analysis and monitoring is cumbersome for most
solutions. Often, integration becomes the biggest challenge during the
implementation of any SaaS application due to complexity, cost and long
timelines.

AVATA’s eLync Solution
AVATA created eLync to mitigate these challenges. The eLync Enterprise
Integration Platform utilizes modern technology to ensure simplified, reliable
and secure connectivity. eLync is a user-friendly platform with pre-configured
adapters which allow you plug-in to on-premise legacy tools, ERP tools or Flat
files and import your data to the cloud. Data is pulled into our web-based eLync
platform where it goes through a validation process and publishes the data to the
cloud where it can interface with Oracle Cloud Applications.

Excel integration (up and
download)
Email support for
rapid error tracking for
processes and trapping
data errors
Supports both inbound
and outbound integration
with Cloud Application

Legacy
Flat Files
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eLync Applications
Master Data Management (MDM) Wizard

MDM Wizard is the cornerstone of eLync that provides a comprehensive
toolset that consolidates, cleanses, augments and validates corporate
master data or transactional data and synchronizes with disparate business
applications.

Migrating Demantra to DM Cloud

AVATA’s Demantra to DM Cloud Express is a pre-configured tool that offers
a quick, easy and cost-effective way to migrate existing data from VCP
Demantra to Oracle Demand Management Cloud utilizing eLync as well as
our standard proven Methodology for rapid migration.

Cloud Adapters

AVATA’s eLync platform offers various cloud adapters that integrate Oracle
Cloud to legacy ERP applications including JDE and EBS.

S&OP Express Cloud Integration

eLync is the only automated integration platform currently available to
interface Oracle’s S&OP Cloud with legacy planning data systems.

Improve GOP Cloud with eLync

eLync can provide real-time integration to calculate the realistic commit
dates from Oracle Cloud and interface back to sales orders.
eLync GOP Cloud Integration
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Success Stories
At Cleveland Golf, AVATA
utilized eLync to provide
inbound and outbound
integration between JD
Edwards, Oracle Supply
Planning Cloud and Oracle
GOP Cloud. This integration
allowed the company to meet
very demanding customer
expectations by providing
accurate promise dates based
upon planned supply across
the supply chain.
As a result of their Cloud
migration, Cleveland Golf
not only achieved significant
improvements in providing
accurate promise dates,
but also improved backlog
management, Perfect Order
KPI, and reduction in nonvalue added work by the
planning team.
“We chose AVATA and the Oracle
Planning solution because AVATA
showed us how some of our
long time planning issues would
be solved. AVATA’s attention to
our business requirements gave
us confidence that our project
would be successful.”
- Charles Chamberlain
Director IT, Cleveland Golf

AVATA is a leading strategic partner of Oracle and is recognized for its global capabilities in helping
companies solve critical business challenges through people, process and technology. We offer the
unique blend of real-world industry experience, best practices, and software expertise that sets us apart
from pure system integrators. Leveraging Oracle SCM and ERP Cloud solutions, we provide our clients
with a strategy that fits their organization and competitive processes that differentiate them in their
respective markets, and successfully deliver rapid improvements impacting bottom-line performance.
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www.avata.com

